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SALUTATIONS 

 

 

May I commence lunch today by trusting that 

you all had an enjoyable Valentine’s Day and by 

hoping that even those of you who had to work, 

found time to share some time with some loved 

one or loved ones. 

 

I also wish to commend the nominees or those 

considered in the category of Journalist of the 

Year for 2009.  Ultimately, congratulations to 

the Journalist of the Year. 

 

I take it as an honour to be asked by the Press 

Association of Jamaica to speak at this 

luncheon, as many of you would know that for 

sometime now and not only in Jamaica, the 

owners and managers of media, represented in 

this case by the Media Association Jamaica 

Limited, MAJ have been boxed as natural 

adversaries of the working journalists – in this 

case associated with the PAJ. 
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Fact is, as a former Vice President of the PAJ 

and now Chairman of the MAJ, I am in a very 

fortunate position to see both sides of the same 

coin at the same time. 

 

And, I can accurately report, in fact this 

eyewitness can confirm, that both groups have a 

lot of common interests that need to be 

uniformly addressed.  I can further indicate that 

reports reaching me from impeccable sources 

are that, there are areas of common interest that 

it would be in their interest to jointly explore 

quickly. 

 

It strikes me for example, that I have been told 

by some journalists that they believe 

“management” is generally too quick to settle 

defamation or libel cases, rather than defend 

them. 

 

We remind you that in cases of defamation, we 

as managers represent you as working 

journalists.  We are looking for the best way out 

on our collective behalf.   
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If we stop and think about it, there is no point in 

the management agreeing to settle a matter or 

admit liability in a matter to pay out money, 

rather than to fight to avoid such payments and 

such negative publicity.  We have to be on the 

same side. 

 

And it is for that reason that we in the MAJ, 

need your support to maintain the public lobby 

and the necessary follow up to modernize our 

defamation laws, to upgrade our Access To 

Information Laws, and to continue to examine 

all other laws for any semblance of hindrances 

to freedom of information and freedom of the 

press. 

 

In the same way, you need and you have the 

support of media managers and owners against 

any notion in the Caribbean Community, 

CARICOM, about licensing of journalists or 

registration of journalists – whatever term is 

used.  We support the principle that freedom of 

the press cannot be licensed or registered. 
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It is our view that where in the broadcast 

industry media entities are licensed, then any 

legitimate contract for services, for employment 

or contract of employment, should suffice as 

sufficient proof of the bone fides of a media 

worker in good standing. 

 

In the case of print media workers, the 

established and consistent publication by an 

entity, registered as a business and meeting its 

statutory obligations (all of which the broadcast 

licensee has to do to maintain a license) that 

should suffice to allow any media worker 

employed or contracted to it, to be sufficient to 

allow for recognition of the bone fides of those 

media workers.  I urge you to consider this. 

 

Mr. President, I wish to make another point on 

regulatory or quasi legal matters.  I noticed 

recently the caution issued by your association 

regarding the issue of communicating with 

inmates of a penal institution. 
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While I do not wish to comment on that specific 

matter, I would like to challenge your 

association to examine the several other laws, 

the Securities Act, the Criminal Justice Act, 

matters relating to sub judice and contempt of 

court, to ensure that we do not pick at an area 

here and an area there when we seek reform, but 

that we take a more comprehensive look.  This 

Mr. President, I suggest is an area of common 

interest, where common approaches, with certain 

common Secretariat provisions may very well be 

useful for our administrations to consider. 

 

Hence, I want to compliment this by imploring 

the members of your association to bear in mind 

that this profession will never fail to turn on 

some critical principles.  Excellence, Standards 

and Ethics are but three of them. 

 

Some of you we remember a departed colleague 

of our, Terry Smith.  Terry Smith accounted for 

two significant commitments in my professional 

life.  The first day I arrived at RJR, I met this 

man with a limp, a “Don King” hairstyle a 
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pencil behind his ear and somewhere along the 

line constantly with a cigarette. 

 

He greeted me thus: Yute – what is yu name?  I 

told him.  He said: My name is Terry Smith, 

otherwise called T-Rome; allow me to welcome 

you to the University of Life where excellence is 

the survival tool – so if you not here for that 

don’t waste our time.  Thereafter, it was 

indelibly printed on my mind “Excellence is the 

survival tool”.  Each time he tossed a script back 

to me and said when yu write the story, let me 

look at it, I remembered that excellence had to 

be the order of the day. 

 

Today, we all know that very often, excellence 

is not the order of the day in what we do.  As 

professional associations, we must cultivate 

measures, including incremental rewards for 

those who have chosen the path of excellence. 

 

And I caution you that excellence is our work is 

not certified by us individually declaring our 

work to be so.  Excellence is when there is 

acclaim from our peers, from the public we 
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serve and from the silencing of those who would 

argue otherwise. 

 

There is another ingredient that goes hand in 

hand with excellence; as we must ask and 

answer the question “Excellence against what 

standard?” 

 

Colleagues, I am convinced that standards are 

among the most difficult things to establish and 

maintain in our profession today.   

 

Standards come under pressure from commercial 

interests, from political interests, from special 

interest groups, from lowering morals in the 

society and from imported attitudes – not values. 

 

Except that the managers, owners and the media 

workers converge upon a set of core values for 

our profession, and do so quickly – then 

benchmarking and standards in the journalism 

and wider media profession will be substantially 

eroded. 
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It is for that reason that the MAJ supports the 

establishment of a Media Code of Ethics, with 

oversight from a credible entity.  However, we 

must be careful and we must be cautious not to 

run this path alone, imposing penalties on 

ourselves without the modernization of the 

defamation laws to give effect to weighing the 

impact of the media’s remedial action, when 

legal matters on the same issue are brought to 

bear. 

 

Finally, I want to remind you that the triumvirate 

of professional integrity for our industry is 

completed with Ethics.  With Excellence, 

Standards and Ethics we can comfortably walk 

the talk. 

 

And, today my friends, you must take a fresh 

look at the issue of ethics in the industry and in 

journalism.  If you are to advance the 

professional standing of your members, make it 

known and make it clear to your members that a 

clear approach of ethics is a pre-requisite.  
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Ethics are changing, and mainly for the worse.  

Both the work ethic and the ethics of work in 

our field are under pressure and we must tackle 

that sure-footedly knowing what we want it to 

represent. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I did say that there were 

two things that Terry Smith left with me and I 

mentioned one.  The second is the realization 

that someone has to establish a basis to change 

the lot of journalists.  When Terry was admitted 

to the KPH in his latter days, I recall being 

called upon to make whatever contribution we 

could to assist him.  That left with me, the view 

that I would not remain a reporter if my ending 

was going to be so poor.  That is one reason 

why, I have stayed in media but have left the 

journalism to do something else. 

 

However it tells me that there is a need to 

accelerate the process of reform and change in 

the landscape to reward journalists for being 

excellent journalists, and not to promote them 

into the areas they do not know, in order to 

survive. 
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It is a mission that I have set myself and have 

embarked upon, but it is one that needs 

collaboration, because so many components of it 

are interlinked. 

 

That is a substantive discourse for another 

session – and as you well know when your time 

or your space is done – in media we cut from the 

bottom up. 

 

So allow me simply to commend the Journalist 

of the Year and to commend other nominees and 

wish the PAJ all the best. 

 

Thank You. 

 

 


